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Abstract
Historically, jute is known as the golden fibre of Bangladesh, a leading cash crop and major export item for Bangladesh. Unfortunately, the production and export of jute have been declining since the 1970s due to the various internal and external problems. The Bangladesh government has recently declared to shut down the production at all state-owned jute mills. This paper aims to determine the reasons behind the state-owned jute mills failure and feasible solutions to unravel the problems. An in-depth interview with 10 (ten) industry experts was conducted to collect primary data. Secondary information has been collected from different books, websites, articles and newspapers. The demand for various and versatile jute products has been increasing globally over the last two decades. Still, in Bangladesh, the jute sector's development is no longer satisfactory to retain its glorious position towards the world because of having some major problems such as mismanagement and corruption of BJMC, lack of modern machinery, lack of skilled workers, weak marketing and government policies etc. Most state-owned jute mills under BJMC are stuck in dishonesty and lavishness alongside ageing infrastructure. They have been incurring losses for years, turning profits in just four of the last 48 years. Reform and restructuring of BJMC, modernizing factory with the latest technology, providing enough training to employees, investment in research work, improvement in the production process, efficient marketing strategy and appropriate government policies might help the state-owned jute mills to regain its position in the national and international market. There are no reasons to shut down the production where reformation is adequate to make the state-owned jute mills profitable. At least, the time to shut down state-owned jute mills is not right due to the Coronavirus pandemic.
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1. Introduction
Jute is popularly known as the golden fibre of Bangladesh, which is one of the cheapest and the strongest natural fibre. Though contribution to the economy has been reduced after independence, still, jute is playing a vital role in shaping the economy of Bangladesh. Bangladesh earns a significant foreign currency by exporting raw jute and jute goods worldwide. Subsequently, jute has become the industrial material for the production of packaging materials. Bangladesh had been the single largest exporter of jute fibre until 1960, and the country’s share of world exports varied from 90-95% (Rahman and Khaled, 2011). It had been sharing a large portion of GDP earnings of Bangladesh. Before the 70s till the readymade garments appeared, Bangladesh earned a fabulous foreign currency from jute. Bangladesh exports mainly yarn, twine, sacks and bags (Textile Today, 2017). The quality of jute of Bangladesh is far better than any other country in the world. The export of jute and jute-made goods have been increased by 21.55 per cent in the first half (July-December) despite having several problems in the jute industry fetching $511.73 million higher than the strategic export target of $400.72 million for the period, reports BSS (The Financial Express, 2020). Bangladesh and India together produce 84% of world production of jute fibre. In recent time, people have become more cautious about the environment, and jute is undoubtedly an environment-friendly product. So, people are now more interested in using jute goods, resulting in more potentiality to earn more foreign currency by selling jute goods in the foreign market. According to a recent report, global jute market revenue was US$2.7 billion in 2018 and projected to going up by 4.6% against the previous year. The market value has been increased at an average annual rate of +1.4% from 2007 to 2018.
having modern machinery and sound technologies, the state-owned jute mills of Bangladesh incur a huge amount of loss every year. Raw jute exporting is a source of revenue for a long time. But raw jute export was stopped respectively in 1984, 2009 and 2015. Moreover, the export was hampered highly in 2013-2014 due to the political unrest. With given loss situation, Bangladesh government is considering shutting down several state-owned jute mills in recent days, and the future prosperity of this industry is in a vulnerable condition. Some of the causes behind these trouble situations are mismanagement and malpractice of BJMC officials, weak market policies, inappropriate government policies, old machinery used in jute mills, constant desire for subsidies and increased cost of production, lack of foresight, corruption of BJMC, and random closures of mills (Islam & Ali, 2018). The government, BJMC, jute mills owners and responsible authority should pay attention to disclose the problems and find out the solutions by considering the importance of this sector from an agricultural, economic, industrial and commercial perspective. In a report of The Financial Express (2020) stated that mismanagement, corruption, and irregularities are to be blamed for loss at state-owned jute mills.

According to the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB), Bangladesh export earnings from jute and jute goods fell to $816.27 million from $1.02 billion in the last fiscal year (FY2019) (Dhaka Tribune, 2019). And BJMC losses 466.22 crore taka in 2018, and the loss rate is getting higher every year (Parvez, 2019). There are many reasons for this downward trend in the last fiscal year: mismanagement and malpractice in BJMC’s mills, corruption of BJMC, weak government and market policies, desire for subsides, and increased production cost, random closures of mills, and dissatisfaction arise among labours. Since independence, jute has been considered a blessing for uplifting Bangladesh’s economic situation. This sector contributes a lot to the employment generation (Islam & Ali, 2018). As this sector is economically important for our country, any problem this sector faces should be studied and removed as soon as possible. The study is covered in a specified area to talk over the prime reasons for state-owned jute mills failures with sorting out the exhaustive solutions. For unravelling the problem, this study is concluded with effective suggestions for the government and responsible authority for protecting and uplifting the jute industry towards the world.

The government of Bangladesh has declared to shut down the production at all state-owned jute mills (The Financial Express, 2020). When reformation is enough to make those state-owned jute mills profitable, there is no reason to shut down the mills. The total contribution of jute is enormous. Jute is significant for agricultural production, economic, industrial and commercial. After cotton, globally, jute is the second most vital vegetable fibre in terms of usages, production and availability. The contribution from Jute to nation’s GDP has been declined after the independence of Bangladesh. But still, it plays a significant role. It is noticeable that jute becomes the second position in export trade replacing leather industry in 2020 (Dhaka Tribune, 2020). So, a study is required to determine the real scenario of Bangladesh's jute industry and find out the possible way out so that responsible authority can rethink their decision to shut down the production at all state-owned jute mills. If the analysis is not done, there might be missed opportunities and problematic loopholes which need to be covered to become more competitive in the jute sector. In this study, the problems faced by the state-owned jute mills have been discussed, and some possible way-out has been proposed for the government and the responsible authority.

2. Literature Review

Though contribution from jute has been declined over the years for several internal and external reasons, still, it plays a more significant role in employment generation (Mahmud, 2020). It is noticeable that jute comes in the second position in the export trade of 2020 (Dhaka Tribune, 2020). Bangladesh government should take appropriate policies to make the state-owned jute sector to gain its lost glory. The current status of jute as a cash crop is not satisfactory at all though the economic importance of jute is enormous (Islam & Ali, 2017). “Industrial Research Advances of Jute in Bangladesh (2018)” by Md. Mahbubul Islam and Md. Saheb Ali provided information about the important features of jute, the chemical composition of jute fibre of Bangladesh. Several workers related issues in the jute sector and production of jute are also discussed in this article. By not having modern machinery and sound technologies, the state-owned jute mills of Bangladesh incur an
unnecessary cost which in turns increase the cost of production and maintenance (Moazzem et al., 2009). Bangladesh government is trying to close down the state-owned jute mills by considering various stakeholders and civil society organizations concerning the economic judgement (Moazzem et al., 2009). Zahirul Hoque and Trevor Hopper (1994) discussed the management system of Bangladeshi jute mills. The authors point out some challenges regarding the management system of the jute mills. Mismanagement and corruption make it more difficult to survive today’s world’s economy. Especially in state-owned jute mills, these problems become more acute. Zahirul Hoque and Trevor Hoppers (1997) stated that the political practices of Bangladesh create obstacles for the jute industry in Bangladesh in many ways. BJMC is responsible for state-owned jute mills failure. Falling of export volume due to the global market demand and the anti-dumping duty imposed by India, inadequate local sales, purchasing jute at a higher price and selling below production cost by BJMC, lack of good professional in the top management of BJMC, corruption, inefficiency, backdated technology, presence of ghost workers, and lack of competitive zeal in BJMC are some reasons behind state-owned jute mills failure (Parvez, 2019). In a personal interview with Dhaka Tribune, CEO of the Business Initiative Leading Development (BUILD) Ferdaus Ara Begum pointed out that corruption and mismanagement are the root cause for the failure of BJMC (Mahmud, 2020). According to a report published by The Daily Star (Tithi, 2019), bad management, old technology, poor planning, corruption and lack of government initiatives are the reasons why state-owned jute mills failed to stand on its own feet. There is a common belief that bad management, lack of product diversity, corruption and planned marketing are reasons for state-run jute mills failure. Hence, the blame is placed squarely on the BJMC (Ahmed, 2020; Harmachi, 2020).

Another perspective has been discovered on what has been affecting the production of jute. Md. Mahbubul Islam (2014) revealed that the cost of weeding along comes from 30% to 40% or even more of the total cost of jute cultivation. Jute weeds indirectly reduce the quality and quantity of fibre. Increasing competitiveness in the world market also affects the export competitiveness of the jute of Bangladesh. Mostafizur Rahman and Nafisa Khaled (2011) discussed the global trend towards the jute industry and the performance of Bangladesh in the jute industry. One of the main problems for jute cultivation is lack of sufficient amount of good quality water during harvesting time (May-June) due to the irregularity in monsoon (Sarkar & Sengupta, 2015). In most of the top jute producing countries, a shortage of supply has increased the price of the raw jute (Shehli & Roy, 2014). Jute Diversification Promotion Center (JDPC) developed a list consisting of 232 diversified jute products. These diversified products are generally exported to other countries and earn huge foreign currency. The website of Finance Ministry of Bangladesh, Bangladesh Jute Association, and Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation regularly published and updated data regarding financing to jute industry, export-import data, harvesting jute area, amount of jute production etc. Food and Agriculture Organization also published data regarding the jute production of Bangladesh. Gupta et al. (2009) found that countries that have treated jute as one of the predominant cash crops were having a tremendous impact on the economic growth of these agriculture-based countries.

Jute has become one of the important sources of earning foreign currency for Bangladesh. Opportunities and challenges are equally existing in the world market. Bangladeshi policymakers and the owners of jute mills should take necessary steps to grab the opportunities and reduce the challenges (Chowdhury & Rashid, 2015). Jute is an environmentally friendly element. And in today’s world, people have become more conscious about the environment. This tendency leads to an opportunity for the jute to earn huge amount of profit by selling and exporting raw jute and jute products (Islam & Ahmed, 2012). Mismanagement in BJMC, inappropriate buying process, corruption, fund shortage makes it impossible to survive the public jute sector of Bangladesh (The Financial Express, 2018). An industrial article that is retrieved from The Daily star titled ’BJMC burdened with losses’ (2019) showed the worst situation of Bangladesh Jute Mill Corporation. How the corrupted officials turn the organization into a profitless organization is discussed throughout the article. The low price of raw jute frustrates the farmers of Bangladesh. The middleman, in this case, made the situation even worse and deprived the farmers of their gain.

An industrial article regarding the low price of jute focused on Munshiganj’s farmers published in Dhaka Tribune (Hasan, 2019). In 2010, Bangladesh's government made a law regarding jute packaging in certain product items. In 2015, 15 products were listed for which jute packaging was mandatory. An article about the government’s role in promoting jute bags retracted from The Daily Star (Parvez, 2018). Another report also published on UNB news regarding the use of jute bags. In 2018, the government decided to make it mandatory to use jute packaging for poultry and fish feeds. The article focused on the government's decision and the poultry farm owner's responses and fish feed mills owner to the decisions (Dhaka Tribune, 2018).

Advance technology and skilled workforce are the keys to ensure efficiency and productivity in state-owned jute mills. Good collaboration among the stakeholders is required to revive the industry. Improved product quality
might help to fight anti-dumping duties imposed by different countries. The government should take research outcomes for converting theories into reality (The Financial Express, 2018). There are no state-owned jute mills in India, but the government has ensured an environment, where privately owned jute mills can run efficiently. Suppose the government wants to shut down state-owned jute mills and start again under PPP. In that case, it must ensure policy supports like strengthening concerned institutions and increasing better warehouse capacity (Mahmud, 2020). Bangladesh needs investment to stir up the innovation so that jute goods diversification may occur, and old machinery needs to be modernized to improve productivity. Currently, BJMC mills are operating below 50 per cent efficiency level. Reduction of corruption and mismanagement in buying raw jute by BJMC could make the state-owned jute mills profitable. BJMC needs to buy raw jute at the peak of the harvesting season, which is July, and BJMC should buy raw jute from farmers instead of shippers and hoarders (Nithi, 2019). In this research paper, researchers tried to dig up State-owned jute mills’ main problems with practical solutions to unravel the difficulties to regain the past glory of the jute industry in Bangladesh.

3. Methodology

The paper's main research objective was to identify the problems faced by the state-owned jute mills in Bangladesh and suggest possible way-out. This paper aimed to know why the golden days of jute fibre have gone. This study is based on primary and secondary sources. While searching for secondary data, an extensive literature review has been made to identify the problems faced by state-owned jute mills for a long time and proposed solutions. Secondary data have been collected from the annual reports of Jute mills, books, articles, newspaper and different websites of authorities or organizations associated with Jute data such as BJMC, BJRI, JDPC, International Jute Study Group, Food and Agriculture Organization statistics. Apart from secondary data, this study also used primary data. An in-depth interview was conducted with ten experts working in this industry for at least ten years for collecting primary data. Their responses have been aligned with the secondary data collected from various sources.

4. Discussion

The information presented here comes from an extensive literature review and the direct interview. The researchers have decided not to present each interview question outcome as researchers don’t want to confuse readers by providing too much information. In this part of the research paper, researchers discussed major impediments to state-owned jute mills success which is also the root cause for state-owned jute mills failure.

4.1 Major Impediments to State-Owned Jute Mills of Bangladesh

4.1.1 Mismanagement and Malpractice of State-Owned Jute Mills

Having no adequate policies and legal provisions on jute, a haphazard situation occurs in this sector today. There is no consistency in case of management of state-owned jute mills. In general, project heads are responsible for operating public jute mills. Jute board is the proper authority to oversee a jute mill's operation, but they have limitations to make the decisions in practice. It is indeed the jute board's responsibility to make decisions regarding the procurement of raw jute, recruitment of workers, distribution of jobs, fixations of wages levels etc. Still, they can't make decisions due to some unknown limitations (Islam and Ali, 2018). Whether strategic, marketing, financial or policy-related, most of the essential decisions are made by the BJMC. Moreover, the decisions made by BJMC regarding the procurement of raw jute, maintenance of types of machinery and workers found to be time-consuming and troublesome. Since BJMC has the authority to make decisions on many crucial public jute mills issues, it would need to be more responsible.

According to the respondents of this study, since 1980s BJMC has suffered from some acute problems. One of the main problems of BJMC’s poor performance is the lack of experienced top management officials. Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation (BJMC) arbitrarily fix jute price, wage scale, remuneration, etc. Due to the government's lack of attention on the public jute mills, various types of mismanagement and malpractice have been done by the public jute mills. Of them, one is that jute is procured at a higher price apart from the jute harvesting season. Instead of buying raw jute during the peak harvesting season in July when one mound of jute sells at Tk. 1,000 to Tk. 1,200 the corporation (BJMC) always tends to buy raw jute in the offseason at Tk. 2,000 to TK 2,200 (Tithi, 2019). Also, they buy from shippers and hoarders, not directly from farmers which indicates hundreds of crore taka is wasted in simply purchasing raw jute resulting from inefficiency and mismanagement of BJMC officials. The management practice of BJMC become more inefficient day by day (Parvez, 2019). According to CPD, BJMC mills are only 50% efficient currently. The inefficient management practice of BJMC destroy this profitable sector of Bangladesh economy and incurs loss every financial year.
4.1.2 Outdated Technology

Cost of production in jute mills has been increased over the years due to outdated technology. The jute industry's comprehensive technology did not change much over the years, which should not be the case. Lack of modern technology brings fall in the final demand of the products (Moazzem et al., 2009). And these outdated technologies incur an unnecessary cost, resulting in a higher production cost. Currently, 4452 mills out of 10835 under the BJMC are in operation (Parvez, 2019). According to this study's respondents, productivity is falling in the running mills due to old machinery and technology. Maintenance of these ancient technologies also incurs higher cost. Our jute industry's revival and growth are hardly possible without sound technologies and modern machinery. According to a report of The Daily Star, most of the jute mills of Chittagong have lost their 40-50 per cent production capacity due to the absence of modern machinery and maintenance of the existing one. There are many scopes to increase the running jute mills' production capacity. But having old machinery creates obstacles to use the chance to boost production. According to the expert's panel, the machinery's longevity is 30 to 40 years (Chakraborty, 2012). After independence, no BMRE (Balancing, Modernization, Rehabilitation and Expansion) was done. In the face-to-face interview, experts stated that only BDT 5000 crore would be enough to modernize all jute mills under the BJMC.

4.1.3 Low Productivity

According to the expert’s panel, the low productivity in state-owned jute mills is a big problem. It is estimated in a survey that more than 90 workers are required to produce one ton of sacking whereas the private sector can do the same by approximately 25 workers. And job specialization is not practiced by the works of a different section of state-owned jute mills. In carding, drawing, spinning, and weaving, the man-machine ratio is more homogeneous (Moazzem et al., 2009). Having a lack of skilled and qualified labours, the state-owned jute mills have utterly failed to cope with the changing situation. Female workers are mostly found in less skilled oriented works which also seems to be a productivity problem.

4.1.4 Higher Production Cost

According to the respondents, the jute fibre production cost is higher than the selling price. As in state-owned jute mills, outdated technologies and traditional machinery are used, so the higher cost is incurred in production. Low productivity of labours and machine increases the production cost in state-owned jute mills. Payment to ghost workers also raises the operating cost. BJMC's officials were buying raw jute from the intermediaries at a higher price instead of following the appropriate process of buying raw jute directly from the farmers at a lower price. This also increases the production cost (Parvez, 2019). The inefficiency of their management also responsible for this situation. All these factors together are the reasons for the higher production cost.
4.1.5 Corruption of Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation (BJMC)

BJMC is the authority of state-owned jute mills. According to respondents, unskilled management has turned the jute sector into a corrupt hub. Their corruption has spread out from workforce recruitment to buying raw jute. It can be easily said that the corrupted officials of BJMC make it impossible to run the jute industry profitably and regain the lost glory of our golden fibre. In buying raw jute, BJMC always tends to buy raw jute in the offseason while the price is higher than the regular price. And they also do not follow the appropriate buying process. Instead of buying directly from the farmers, they buy low-quality raw jute from the hoarders and shippers (Parvez, 2019). And by doing this continuously, they incur a loss of crore taka in merely buying raw jute, which results in jute mills cutting production by around 66 per cent. In the recruitment process, corruption becomes more acute. For example, in 2011, while the government decided to reopen five jute mills, many irregularities in the recruitment process existed there. In that time government provided Tk. 1.05 billion and recruited 35,000 workers, among which 22,520 were without any work experience (Abedin, 2019). According to Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, BJMC is an ‘autistic child’ of the nation. The government will give special attention to Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation, said the State Minister for Jute and Textiles, Mirza Azam (The Daily Observer, 2017).

4.1.6 Shortage of Funds

BJMC has received Tk. 7,477 crore to bail out its financial crisis over the last ten years, yet it needs more. This is very unfortunate that BJMC officials demand more fund (Tithi 2019). Fund shortage is another problem found in state-owned jute mills, said by experts’ panel. Funds are not available in time. State-owned jute mills have lost their creditworthiness due to the default of past debts. Most state-owned jute mills are overburdened with debt and interest charges associated with these debts. Also, Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation claims that they do not get their allocation in time. Due to cash problem, BJMC jute mills have been failing to buy raw jute from farmers at the harvest time, and it has resulted in jute mills cutting production by around 66 per cent. Due to the lack of raw jute, 1914 handlooms in nine nationalized jute factories across Khulna and Jessore shut down. In December 2018, BJMC sought Tk. 420 crore from the government but received only around 80 crores while the corporation already owes raw jute traders Tk. 420 crore (Molla, 2019). According to the respondents, the delay in purchasing raw jute forces factories to incur more losses. This situation is also the result of the inefficient and unskilled management system of BJMC.

4.1.7 Poor Quality of Raw jute and Seeds

The quality of raw jute of Bangladesh is the finest worldwide. According to the respondents, nowadays due to the mismanagement in the cultivation process, lack of training and insufficient machinery, the raw jute quality decreases. Farmers of Bangladesh conventionally grow seeds and fibre simultaneously from the same plants which in turns caused hamperers to the quality of seeds and fibre. Lack of good quality free-flowing mild water is one of the main problems in jute cultivation (Sarker and Sengupta, 2015). Some of the factors that lead to the low quality of jute fibre which in latter used in public jute mills are lack of retting water, high disease infestation, lack of training facility, lack of quality seeds, high cost of the production process, inadequate credit facilities, high price of inputs, unstable jute price, shortage of labour and weed problem (Sheheli and Roy, 2014).

4.1.8 Random Closures of Mills

According to experts’ panel, mills’ random closures create an obstacle for the industry's development. Due to the mismanagement and shortage of funds in the jute industry, more than 63 jute mills out of 314 have been closed from Bangladesh's independence year. Among them, seven public jute mills out of 33 and 56 private jute mills
out of 281 have been closed (Bangladesh Gazette, 18-19). India is imposing anti-dumping duties on the export of jute goods from Bangladesh. In 2002, Adamjee Jute Mill was announced to be closed on 30 June 2002 (Hoque and Trooper, 1997). Adamjee Jute Mill was the biggest jute mill in Bangladesh and the establishment covered 300 acres of land. After that, seven jute mills among 33 public jute mills and 56 jute mills out of 281 private jute mills have been closed. This random closure of jute mills creates obstacles in many ways that affect the jute industry of Bangladesh (Islam and Ali, 2018).

4.1.9 Dissatisfaction Arise among Workers

Unfortunately, state-owned jute mills often do not get their wages in time. Till, 2017, BJMC owed Tk. 387 crore to the workers and officials who have been retired or died in service since July 2013. In 2015, the Government of Bangladesh announced a new pay scale that BJMC has not implemented. As a result, workers get dissatisfied. Due to their dissatisfaction, they often strike and close the mills to fulfil their demands. It creates violence and instability in the jute industry. And it also deteriorates the reputation of Bangladesh's jute industry towards the world. Recently, the workers of state-owned jute mills have gone on a strike, demanding complete and unconditional payment of their arrear wages (Hasan, 2019). As they shout down the mills, the production of jute product hampers and state incurs a loss. Jute mills lost Tk 4.81 billion during 2016-17 (Parvez, 2019). According to the experts’ panel, the inconsistent payment system of wages causes this difficult situation, and they blame the inefficient finance management and human resource management of BJMC.

4.1.10 Inadequate Investment in Jute Sector

In Bangladesh, more than 50 spinning mills use viscose fibre worth about Tk. 700 to 800 crore. Bangladesh needs to import viscose fibre (Textile Today, 2017). If Bangladesh can produce this fibre, it will be considered an import substitution, reducing foreign currency outflow. Bangladesh needs to diversify jute goods and expand the market, demanding more investment for the sector. Jute diversification requires investment. Jute Diversification and Promotion Center and Bangladesh Jute Research Institute need investment to develop the new ideas. These two institutions are suffering from several problems. Some of these are lack of investment, lack of workforce, lack of laboratory facilities, lack of training etc. (Moazzem and Chowdhury, 2010). According to the respondents, a large investment is needed to produce quality full and diversified jute products in the jute sector.

4.2 Summary

Jute is the second top export items for Bangladesh as of 31st May 2020 with a total earning of US$ 791.3 million in ten months of the current fiscal year (The Financial Express, 2020). Analyzing the jute sector of Bangladesh, there are many reasons behind the failure of the government to protect and uplift the jute industry towards the world such as mismanagement and malpractice of public jute mills, outdated technology, low productivity, corruption of BJMC, shortage of fund, low quality of raw jute and seeds, random closures of mills, and less investment in jute sector etc. The public sector could not keep its feet with the private sector due to these problems. Hence, the public sector is lagged. These problems would be the catalyst to debar the public sector from flourishing jute industry. The government, along with the BJMC, BJMA, JDPC and BJRI should have the prime concern to determine these very root problems in public jute mills. For regaining the lost glory of the jute sector towards the world, these problems should be removed permanently.

Table 1. Ranking the problems according to the experts’ panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Mean Score*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Corruption of Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation (BJMC)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mismanagement and Malpractice of Public Jute Mills</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Outdated Technology</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inadequate Investment in Jute Sector</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Low Productivity</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dissatisfaction Arise Among Workers</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Shortage of Funds</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Higher Production Cost</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Random closures of mills</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Poor Quality of Raw jute and Seeds</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *5 points Likert scale has been used to measure the severity of the problems. 1=lowest severity and 5=highest severity.

Source: Survey data
5. Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion

Keeping pace with the world for setting the jute sector in a proper position, the government and the responsible authorities should put the prime concern to find out the reasons behind the failure. After sorting out the state-owned jute mills' problems, the government should take necessary measures to regain her lost glory in the world market. Shutting down the state-owned jute mills couldn’t be the solution at all rather proper steps must be taken to eradicate the identified problems. The reasons behind the state-owned jute mills failures are known to all. Government and responsible authority need to solve those problems rather than kill those state-owned jute mills. Shutting down those jute mills won’t bring any good instead it will bring new issues for the country which might be more devastating given pandemic situation. Where reformation is sufficient to make the state-owned jute mills profitable, there are no reasons to shut down. Given Covid-19 situation, the demand for green products will be increased in the global market. So, the government should focus on taking the benefits of the conditions. Taking the benefits, the government must protect the interest of state-owned jute mills.

5.2 Recommendations

5.2.1 Introduction

To remove problems in the jute industry, it is now a crying need to find appropriate and practical solutions. There are a lot of suggestions given for uplifting the jute industry in the best position such as to reform and restructuring of BJMC, to stop the corruption of BJMC immediately, modernize and to bring a balancing of machinery used to attain a higher level of productivity, bring radical improvement of the production process, ensure research, training, promotion, and awareness-building activities, encourage public-private partnership, develop appropriate and efficient marketing policy etc.

5.2.2 Reform and Restructuring of Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation (BJMC)

Even though the government is of utmost trying to progress and uplift the jute sector in the best position toward the world, many problems are appearing in this sector today. The Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation's reforming is a crying need to unravel these problems. Without implementing the reformation of BJMC, it would be impossible to go with a better position as we expect from our jute sector. To restructure the BJMC, some action should be performed by the government such as the rationalization of public sector jute mills, rationalizing the number of workers, encouraging PPP, ensuring enough funds for the repayment of all arrears of workers, payment of dues to suppliers, amortization of debt, and improving marketing strategies etc. It’s high time to reform and restructure the organization for booming the public jute sector remarkably towards the world.

5.2.3 Corruption of Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation Must be Eradicated

Corruption is like a ball of snow. Once it is set a rolling, it must be increased. One of the main barriers of the jute industry for booming is corruption. There is legislation on it as the Anti-corruption Commission Act, 2004. Due to the lack of implementation of this Act, public jute mills' corruption under BJMC and BJMC is increasing rapidly day by day. For rescuing and uplifting the jute sector, the government should pay proper attention to the implementation of this Act and at the same time, take other necessary policies for the removal of corruption of this organization.

5.2.4 Modernized and Balancing of Machinery to Achieve Higher Productivity

Improvement of productivity wouldn’t be possible if the existing machinery sets are not changed. In state-owned jute mills, both machine and labour productivities need to be enhanced (Moazzem & Chowdhury, 2010). Instead of using these machinery types, public jute mills should adopt old kinds of machinery with new types of machinery and modern technologies. The state-owned jute mills need to follow modern production methods and maintenance techniques for attaining the higher level of productivity. The government should allow the public jute mills the appropriate autonomy power to take this action.

5.2.5 Funds Must be Available in Harvesting Time

BJMC claims that they do not get their allocation in time. And due to cash problem, BJMC jute mill has been failing to buy raw jute from farmers at the harvest time, and it has resulted in jute mills cutting production by around 66 per cent (Abedin, 2019). The government should ensure that funds are available to the BJMC jute mills during the harvesting time. They can buy raw jute at a cheaper rate, reducing the cost of buying raw jute. And it also helps to buy good quality raw jute.
5.2.6 Improvement of the Production Process

What are the possible solutions to get out of this situation? This question was asked to the experts to know how to solve the problem. According to all of them, they emphasize the improvement of the production process more. The current production process used by the state-owned jute mills is not modern. The production process of public jute mills is not modern. To bring a substantial improvement in jute's overall productivity, both public and private jute mills should give special attention to the production process.

5.2.7 Research, Training, Promotion, and Awareness-building Activities Must be Performed

More research for diversifying jute products is required from BJRI, JPDC and other organizations. Unfortunately, BJRI is suffering from several problems: lack of investment, workforce, and training etc. (Moazzem and Chowdhury, 2010). Government and responsible authorities should come forward to help these organizations in this regard. The government and the private jute industry should arrange training program, create awareness-building activities, and create funds for doing comprehensive research on problems and prospects of the jute industry in Bangladesh.

5.2.8 Improvement of Low-Quality Jute

The quality of our country's jute is deficient, which in turn affects the marketing of jute products on a global level. This low-quality jute and jute cuttings may be improved by enhancing the growth of microorganisms in the fibre or microbial enzymes' application (Islam and Ali, 2018). Training and modern technologies should be made available to the jute farmers. This helps the farmers to produce good quality raw jute.

5.2.9 Encouraging Public-Private Partnership (PPP)

Can Public-Private partnership be a solution to this problem? Most of the experts said that to become more modernized, the public jute mills need more investment, and for this reason, a private-public partnership can be a great way. To operate jute mills, there should be found an alternative way to tackle the challenges faced by these mills in the last couple of years. However, As the State-owned jute mills are on a ramshackle footing, privatization would be an effective way to uproot the problems. The government tries to retain the glory days of public jute industry by adopting assorted projects in the last couple of years. These projects taken by the government cannot be implemented due to the rampant corruption of officers of the BJMC, unconcerned behaviour in the official duty and fragile production plans. Hence, we are deprived of getting success from these projects as well. This sector has been suffering its losses in the last three years. Privatization would be only an effective way to unravel the problem. The reformation of this sector would be possible by bestowing it's to the public sector or private sector or through PPP only if the jute mills' size can be reasonably reduced along with ensuring modern machines. In the case of PPE running, transparency & accountability should be provided. It must have to a sharp look on a matter in case of conducting the jute mills that there should be no way to take political consideration for its running. To run the jute mills profitably, the first and foremost duty is to take a practical and feasible plan. Modern machines, reducing the workers reasonably, and effective management should be ensured. If these steps can be appropriately handled, the lost glory of golden fibre shall be retained through PPP.

5.2.10 Develop Appropriate and Efficient Marketing Policies

BJMC mills mainly focus on low priced market. Global demands for jute products are increasing gradually in the recent year. Bangladesh should change and develop appropriate marketing policies to capture more global market share (Rahman and Khaled, 2011).

5.2.11 Appropriate Government Policies Must be Developed

The policies associated with the jute industry need to be reviewed and revised in the context of current business practices. The policy should contain a strategic direction for the long term to remain effective for an extended period. The policy must address the global demand for jute and jute products.
Table 2. Suggestions that might help the state-owned jute mills to regain its lost glory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Corruption of Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation Must be Eradicated</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reform and Restructuring of Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Modernized and Balancing of Machinery to achieve higher productivity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Improvement of the Production Process</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Research, Training, Promotion, and Awareness-building Activities Must be Performed</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Develop Appropriate and Efficient Marketing Policies</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Appropriate Government Policies Must be Developed</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Funds Must be Available in Harvesting Time</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Improvement of Low-Quality Jute</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Encouraging Public-Private Partnership (PPP)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*5 points Likert scale has been used to prioritize the suggestions. 1=lowest importance and 5=Highest importance.

Source: Survey data.
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